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Plume Dynamics of Laser-Produced
Swine Muscle Tissue Plasma
Joaquin J. Camacho1, Luis Diaz2, Alicia Marin-Roldan3,
Samuel Moncayo3, and Jorge O. Caceres3
Abstract
We report on the plume dynamics of the plasma induced by laser ablation of a swine skeletal muscle tissue sample in
different vacuum conditions. Pulses from a transversely excited atmospheric CO2 laser were focused onto a target sample
and the induced plasma was allowed to expand in different air pressures. The expansion features were studied using fast
photography of the overall visible emission by using a gated intensified charged coupled device. Free expansion and plume
splitting were observed at different pressure levels. The expansion of the plasma plume front was analyzed using various
expansion models and the velocity of the plume front was estimated. The effect of the number of accumulated laser shots
on the crater volume at different ambient air pressures and an elemental analysis of the sample were performed using
scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analysis. The surface morphology of the
irradiated surface showed that increasing the pressure of the ambient gas decreased the ablated mass, or in other words it
reduced significantly the laser-target coupling.
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Introduction
Laser-produced plasmas (LPPs) are currently a topic of con-
siderable interest in fundamental and applied areas of sci-
entific research. Laser-produced plasmas are transient in
nature with characteristic parameters evolving fast in
space and time. There are different diagnostic techniques
to characterize LPPs such as optical emission spectroscopy,
shadowgraphy and fast photography, laser-induced fluores-
cence, Langmuir probing, photo-thermal beam deflection,
mass spectrometry, etc. These studies are essential for
understanding various processes in fundamental plasma
physics. There are many applications for LPPs in a wide
variety of fields of basic research and material technology
such as fabrication of thin films by pulsed laser deposition,1
production of nanoparticles and clusters,2 surface modifi-
cations,3 spectrochemical analysis of various materials
through laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS),4–8
ion source,9 lithography,10 microscopy,11 in the fabrication
of micro-electronic devices,12 etc. Beyond traditional appli-
cations of LIBS, where inorganic materials are mainly stu-
died, recent progresses in LIBS lead to analysis of biological
warfare agent materials,13,14 animal tissue studies,15,16
biological aerosols,17 and identification of bacteria.18 On
the other hand, the CO2 laser has been extensively used
over the past 30 years in various fields of medicine19 and is
still one of the most useful and efficient medical lasers avail-
able in the market. This laser is mainly employed a surgical
or cosmetic tool and can cut or vaporize tissue with fairly
little bleeding and minimal damage to surrounding tissue. It
is used to remove thin layers from the surface of the skin
without going into the deeper layers.
The interaction of a plume with an ambient gas leads to
an expansion involving several complex processes such as
thermalization, attenuation, deceleration, plasma shielding
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of the laser, diffusion, electron-ion recombination, confine-
ment, clustering, and shock wave formation. Recent studies
have described a complicated plume-background gas inter-
action which is characterized by several propagation phases
and plume oscillations.20,21 In recent studies22 we have stu-
died the emission spectra, electron density, and tempera-
ture of laser ablation plumes on swine muscle tissues from
spatial and temporal point of view.
In this article, we present an experimental analysis of the
laser ablation of swine skeletal muscle tissue by fast pho-
tography. This sample was selected due to their similarity in
physiological composition with human muscle tissues.
Images of the expanding plume were recorded at different
vacuum conditions. The plasma was produced by focusing
10.591 lm, 64 ns pulses from a transversely excited atmos-
pheric (TEA) CO2 laser on the target at different back-
ground air pressures. Fast side-on views of the plume
expansion were made by recording overall visible emission
from the plasma. This is important for understanding the
hydrodynamics of the plume expansion. The dynamic of the
plume front was compared with several expansion models
finding generally a good agreement. Compared to vacuum,
the presence of ambient gas affects significantly the laser-
target coupling and the ablated mass. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) was utilized for high magnification of
the laser produced craters and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) was used to make a quantitative chem-
ical microanalysis of some regions of the sample.
Experimental
Sample Preparation
Sample preparation has been previously described else-
where,23 thus, only the experimental conditions relevant
to the study are presented here. The study was conducted
with flesh samples of two pigs obtained from a licensed
industrial slaughterhouse with all necessary certificates in
compliance with the formal requirements of the European
Union. The pigs were not killed only for the purpose of
carrying this experiment; rather, they were randomly
selected from the stock killed for daily consumption pur-
poses. The spatial inhomogeneity of different elemental
concentrations in biological tissues is a well-known phe-
nomenon that can be easily observed by SEM–EDX analysis.
In order to lower the impact of spatial inhomogeneity on
the samples and to have innocuous and steady biological
samples, tissues were lyophilized. A total of 250 mg of
tissue were ground using an agate mortar and pestle for
5 min and subsequently compressed into a compact pellet
using a hydraulic press at 10 Ton/cm2. The thickness and
diameter of the pellets were around 2 mm and 13 mm,
respectively. The density of the sample was 0.93 g/cm3.
The pellets were directly analyzed without further
preparation.
Experimental Setup
For producing plasma, 10.591 lm, 64 ns (full width at half
maximum [FWHM]) pulses from a TEA CO2 laser
(Lumonics K-103) were used.24–27 The ablation pulse
energy was fixed at 560 mJ on the sample position mea-
sured with a pyroelectric detector (Lumonics 20D), which
corresponds to a laser irradiance of 1.1 GW cm2
(70 J cm2). A beam splitter was employed to redirect
some small portion of the laser beam to excite a photon
drag detector (Rofin Sinar 7415) for temporal shape moni-
toring and triggering, respectively, through a digital oscillo-
scope (Tektronic TDS 540). The target was placed in a
vacuum chamber achieving a maximum base pressure of
7.5 105 Torr (0.01 Pa), and was mounted on a rotating
holder to reduce the effects produced by crater formation.
The laser beam was focused on the target by a NaCl lens of
24 cm focal length being the measured focused-spot area
0.0079 cm2. Morphology, chemical elemental compos-
ition, and crater size of the laser ablated spots at different
vacuum conditions were studied by SEM (Hitachi S-3000N)
equipped with EDX analyzer (Oxford Instruments INCAx-
sight). Ablation crater depths were measured by using an
optical Raman microscope (Renishaw inVia). The plasma
emission was collected and imaged onto the open slit of
a high-resolution spectrograph with the diffraction grating
in zero order (mirror). A quartz Dove prism was inserted
into the optical path for rotating the plasma image by 90 º,
projecting the direction of the plasma expansion (z-axis)
onto the entrance slit. The Dove prism is located between
two quartz lenses with focal lengths of 80 mm and 40 mm.
The magnification of the final image formed by the optical
system was found to be 1:0.5. The images were recorded
by a gateable intensified charged coupled device (ICCD)
(Andor iStar DH-734, 1024 1024 pixels, 13 lm pixels).
The ICCD detector operating in imaging mode is synchro-
nized with the trigger of the laser pulse.
Results and Discussion
Ambient Air Effects on Plasma-Plume Images
When a nanosecond pulsed laser with sufficient energy is
focused on a target, ablation of the material and subse-
quently laser-induced plasma occurs. The initiation of a
plasma over the target surface begins in the hot target
vapor. The hot vapor plasma-plume interacts with the sur-
rounding atmosphere in two ways:7 (1) the expansion of
the high-pressure vapor produces a shock wave into the
atmosphere; and (2) the energy is transferred to the atmos-
phere by a combination of thermal conduction, radiative
transfer, and heating by the shock wave. The relative
importance of these processes in determining the subse-
quent plasma evolution depends on the laser power density,
target composition, size of the vapor-plasma bubbles and
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focused spot, ambient gas composition and pressure, laser
wavelength, and temporal profile. At high irradiance as in
this study (1.1 GW cm2), shock heating dominates. At
long laser wavelengths (> 1 lm) as here, the breakdown
initiation is usually associated with cascade ionization
(hnþ eþM ! e*þM ! 2eþMþ). The ablated material
or dense vapor-plume consists of electrons, ions, atoms,
molecules, clusters, and scattered radiation. Clusters are
produced due to collective effects and droplets formation
is related to hydrodynamics perturbations and big material
fragments are ejected due to stress relaxation. Species,
which are ejected from the surface, take along some inter-
nal and kinetic energy. Initially, the produced species
undergo collisions in the high-density region near the
target surface, forming the so-called Knudsen layer leading
to a highly directional expansion perpendicular to the
target. The expansion dynamics of the LPP plume have
been described elsewhere.28 Following the interaction of
the laser with the target, it produces an isothermally
expanding plasma-plume. This plume absorbs energy from
the laser beam and its temperature and pressure grow. An
adiabatic expansion of the plasma-plume occurs where the
temperature can be related to the dimensions of the
plasma.28
Plasma emission begins soon after the laser beam
reaches the target. The images reported in this study
were recorded at different delay time td for a gate width
time tw, typically of 0.1 ls. Since the number of photons
detected in a single-shot image is relatively low, working
with gain accumulation of single-shot images allows a more
complete image to form. The most significant feature of this
approach is the generally large increase in signal-to-noise
ratio that is realized, owing to the decrease in the imaging
noise. The integration time is properly selected to obtain
high quality images depending on different laser parameters
and plasma intensity level. Each image represents the spec-
trally integrated plasma-plume. After a suitable number of
laser shots, typically five, the resulting images are ensemble
averaged to produce a single representative image. Figure 1
shows time-resolved ICCD images of the expanding plasma
produced on a solid swine tissue target at different air
pressures ranging from 7.5 105 Torr to atmospheric
pressure. The timings in these images represent the time
after the beginning of the laser pulse. At low ambient pres-
sures (Figure 1, top row), due to the low density of the
background gas, the interaction of the plume is weak and
hence the expansion is mostly perpendicular to the target
surface. It is clear that there is not much influence of the
ambient air in the expansion of the plasma. The initial
plasma shape is elongated (td< 0.3 ls) and later spherical,
due to the radial expanding plasma is not confined by the
ambient gas. When the pressure is increased to 2.8 102
Torr (Figure 1, middle row), the behavior is similar, although
the initial elongated shape of the plasma lasts longer
(td< 1.5ls), owing to the confinement effect induced by
the ambient pressure. At atmospheric pressure (Figure 1,
bottom row), the plasma shape is mainly elongated and
breaks away from the target surface 200 ns after the
onset of the laser pulse, producing a slow movement or a
quasi-steady component near the target and another faster
moving component. This fast component is slightly out of
the laser incident axis. In this case, the plasma behavior is
characterized by a strong interpenetration and interaction
of the plasma and the ambient high-pressure gas. A contact
boundary region is formed between the plasma-plume and
the shock wave in the gas. The emission of this fast com-
ponent exists until 5 ls. Along with sharpening, the faster
component splits again into two clouds. The plume expan-
sion is observed up to 5.5 ls in vacuum (7.5 105 Torr)
but as the pressure is increased the expansion lasts more
time (6 ls at 2.8 102 Torr and 10 ls at atmospheric
pressure). As the pressure increases, the reciprocal pene-
tration of the plume and the ambient air decreases, produ-
cing a confinement of the plume and forming interfaces. In
this condition, some turbulence in the expanding plasma
also appears along with deceleration and an increase in
collisions. This leads to a more and more plasma-plume
emission and hence the plumes last longer at high pres-
sures. At these pressures, the expansion dynamics is gov-
erned by the nature and pressure of the ambient gas and
the plasma shielding of the laser. Plasma shielding is a pro-
cess in which the laser beam is being prevented from reach-
ing the target by several processes such as inverse
bremsstrahlung, ionic, and ionic absorption. The ablated
plasma-target surface becomes optically dense at high
laser intensities and the tail of the incoming CO2 laser
pulse may interact with the plasma, being absorbed or
reflected.
Shock Wave Model in Expanding Plasma
The emission intensities of axial area (FWHM) at
7.5 105 Torr and 2.8 102 Torr as a function of the
delay are given in Figure 2. These graphs are obtained from
the images and provide very useful information about the
expansion and internal structure of the plasma-plume.
When compared over delay time, the averaged images
revealed that the plasma emission intensity decay exponen-
tially with time. The plasma size (both axial and radial) at
7.5 105 Torr grew essentially lineal with time (Figure 2,
top) while the plasma size at 2.8 102 Torr follows an
anomalous behavior (Figure 2, bottom). At 2.8 102
Torr, the axial plasma size increases quickly from 0 to
0.5ls and after it decreases approximately linearly up to
3.5ls and after increases slowly up to 5 ls. This behavior
can be due to the interaction of the LPP with air back-
ground dragging the expansion of the plasma. This is due
to various complex interactions taking place between the
expanding plasma species and the background gas species at
different pressure levels. Compared with vacuum (Figure 1,
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Figure 1. Time-resolved ICCD images of swine tissue at different background pressures: 7.5 105 Torr (top row); 2.8 102 Torr
(middle row); atmospheric pressure (bottom row). The exposure time was tw¼ 100 ns. The timings in the images represent the time
after the beginning of the laser pulse. All of the images are normalized to their maximum intensity being the pseudo-color scale indicated
for each figure.
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top row, and Figure 2, top panel), the interaction of the
plasma with the ambient air becomes complicated because
of new processes such as the formation of shock waves and
clustering, plume splitting, reduction in ablation, confine-
ment, deceleration of the plasma, thermalization, and
diffusion.
By measuring the axial cross-sectional area and the axial
size of the plasma (Figure 2, top panel), the decrease of the
intensity and the growth of the plasma size was quantified
over the range of delays. Emission intensities at 7.5 105
Torr as a function of axial and radial distances are given in
Figure 3 (top panel). The inset in Figure 3 displays the
normalized radial intensity profiles. For easier comparison,
each profile has been normalized to its maximum intensity.
The axial-distance zero corresponds to the target position.
Low intensity radiation is observed at negative distances
due to the penetration of the laser pulse on the sample
and the reflection of the light from the sample surface. The
axial emission intensity profiles (7.5 105 Torr) show a
single peak distribution for different delay times after
plasma formation indicating uniform emission along the
expansion direction. The LPP images show plume expan-
sion up to 20 mm in both axial and lateral directions. The
radial emission intensity profiles show a single peak
distribution for short delay times (td< 3.5 ls) and splitting
to two symmetrical maxima at long times.
The plasma expansion into vacuum background is adia-
batic and can be predicted by theoretical models and
numerical gas dynamics simulations.28 The imaging data
were used to generate position–time plots of the plasma
front (7.5 105 Torr) and the results are given in Figure 3
(bottom panel). The position of the plume-shock front
boundary is found to be well defined in shadowgraphy
images29 while it is difficult to estimate in recording
ICCD images due to the intense self-emission. As noted
in Harilal et al.,29 we took the plume front position based
on a 90% reduction in the maximum intensity. The obtained
data are plotted in Figure 3b along with a fit to the shock
model. Since a distance threshold exists for the shock wave
formation, we considered a delayed shock wave.30 The
plume front behaves linearly at early times (td< 0.5ls),
indicating free expansion of the plume into vacuum. The
expansion velocities of the plasma front were estimated
from the slopes of the position–time plot. As we can see
in the plots, there is no splitting of the plasma-plume and as
Figure 2. Emission intensity of axial area and axial plasma size
(FWHM) at: 7.5 105 Torr (top figure); 2.8 102 Torr (bottom
figure); as a function of time delay from the beginning of the laser
pulse. Inset plots show images at different delays.
Figure 3. (Top panel) Normalized axial intensity profiles from
the ICCD images of the plasma in vacuum (Pair¼ 7.5 105 Torr)
as a function of time delay. The inset shows the normalized radial
intensity profiles; (bottom panel) distance–time (R – t) plot and
velocities obtained from the ICCD images of the plasma in vacuum
(Pair¼ 7.5 105 Torr) are given along with the fit to a shock
wave model.
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the time evolves, the maximum and the position of the
shock front increase. In the vacuum and up to about 1 ls,
the plasma expansion is approximately linear and at later
times there is a deceleration of the plume. The initial
and maximum velocity of the expanding plasma is
about 3 106 cm/s and later decreases slowly up to
0.25 106 cm/s at 5 ls.
According to the Taylor–Sedov (TS) theory,30 for a blast
wave emanating from a strong point explosion, the shock
position R is defined by:
R ¼ 0
E0
b
 1=ðnþ2Þ
t2=ðnþ2Þ ð1Þ
where n0 is a constant given by n0¼ [(75/16p)(c–1)(cþ1)2/
(3c–1)]1/5 c being the adiabatic index, E0 the amount of
energy released during the explosion, b the background
gas density and t the delay time. The parameter n is 1 for a
planar shock wave, 2 for cylindrical, and 3 for spherical. This
model neglects viscosity and is applicable when the mass of
the ejected material is small compared with the mass of the
ambient gas set in motion by the shock wave. Therefore, a
general equation of the form R(t)¼ a t0.4 is employed for
modeling the spherical shock wave dynamics where a is a
constant. Figure 3b shows an R–t plot at 7.5 105 Torr
along with the corresponding fit R  (2.6 0.1) t2 / 5 [mm/
ls2/5]. The plot fit is better after 1 ls in accordance with
Figure 1 (top row). The validity of the shock wave model is
restricted to a distance region where the mass of the gas
surrounding the shock wave is higher than the ablated mass
up to distances at which the pressure driving the moving of
the plume is greater than the pressure of the gas at rest.
The limiting spatial region R beyond the shock wave model
is not valid is
3MP
4pb
 1=3
 R E0
Pb
 1=3
ð2Þ
where Mp is the mass of the expanding plume and Pb is the
pressure ahead of the shock wave front.31 According to
Zeldovich and Raiser,30 the shock wave formation becomes
important when the mass of the displaced gas is compar-
able to the mass of the plasma Mp. Assuming a hemispher-
ical expansion of the plasma, Mp can be estimated by
Mp ¼ 2
3
pR3SWb ð3Þ
being RSW the front radius.
Drag Model in Expanding Plasma
Normalized intensities of axial area at 2.8 102 Torr
obtained from the images given in Figure 1b as a function
of axial distance are given in Figure 4 (top panel). The axial
emission intensity profiles display a single peak distribution
for different delay times after plasma formation indicating
uniform emission along the expansion direction. The LPP
images (Figure 1, middle row) show plume expansion up to
15 mm in both axial and lateral directions. The imaging
data were used to generate position–time plots of the
plasma front at 2.8 102 Torr. At this pressure, the drag
model31 provides a better fit in a high viscous background
ambient, which is given by
R ¼ R0 1 ebt
  ð4Þ
where R0 is the stopping distance of the shock wave of the
plasma (distance at which the plume comes to rest) and b is
the stopping coefficient. This model predicts that the plume
will come to rest due to the resistance from collisions with
the background gas. As time evolves, the plume slows down
and the ejected particles collide with the ambient gas atoms
and lose their kinetic energy. The expanding plume acts as a
piston that compresses the ambient gas. The measured
front position versus delay at 2.8 102 Torr is plotted in
Figure 4 (bottom panel) along with a fit to the drag model.
Figure 4. (Top figure) Normalized axial intensity profiles from
the ICCD images of the plasma in medium vacuum (Pair¼ 2.8
102 Torr) as a function of time delay; (bottom figure) distance–
time (R–t) plot and velocities obtained from the ICCD images of
the plasma in vacuum (Pair¼ 2.8 102 Torr) are given along with
the fit to a drag model.
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Figure 4 shows that the drag model agrees well with our
data points and the values of the fitting parameters are
b¼ 3.57 0.15 ls1 and R0¼ 2.198 0.011 mm. The
expansion velocities of the plasma front were estimated
from the slopes of the position–time plot. Figure 8 shows
that the initial plume velocity is 5.2 105 cm/s and later
decreases rapidly up to 0.1 105 cm/s at 1 ls, being
approximately zero at higher times. By comparing the
plume velocity at a higher vacuum (Figure 3), slow down
is obvious due to the interaction of the plume with air
molecules that creates a drag force. Moreover, there is a
decrease in the ablated mass (as shown in the next section)
and therefore in the generated laser-induced plasma.
Emission intensities of axial area and some 3D plasma
images at atmospheric pressure as a function of the delay
time are given in Figure 5 (top panel). The averaged images
revealed that the plasma emission intensity decayed expo-
nentially with time, but certain instabilities and plume split-
ting appear. Figure 5 (bottom panel) displays the normalized
axial intensity profiles from the ICCD images of the plasma
at atmospheric pressure as a function of time delay. The
axial emission intensity profiles at atmospheric pressure
show a multiple peak distribution for different delay times
after plasma formation, indicating complex interactions
among the plasma generated on the target, the plasma gen-
erated in the background air, etc. As we said before, at
pressures close to one atmosphere, the plume breaks
away from the target surface after the onset of the laser
pulse, producing a slow moving or a quasi-steady compo-
nent near the target and a faster moving component sligh-
ter out of the laser incident axis. The plasma behavior is
described by a strong interpenetration and interaction of
the plasma and the ambient high-pressure gas. A contact
boundary region is formed between the plume and the
shock wave in the gas. As before, the averaged-image inten-
sities at atmospheric pressure (Figure 5) decay approxi-
mately exponentially with time. However, if we compare
the plasma produced at 2.8 102 Torr (Figures 1 and 2,
middle panels), there is an increase in the intensity of this
plasma at atmospheric pressure, although the measured
ablated mass is lower. The increase in emission intensity
of the expanding plasma in background gas can be attribu-
ted mainly from excitations due to collisions with back-
ground atoms and electron impact excitation/
recombination. Between these two cases, electron impact
processes should play the dominant role in excitation, as
the cross-sections of atom–atom collision is two orders of
magnitude lower than the electron–atom collisions.32 The
interaction between the expanding plume and the ambient
gas can cause the ionization of ambient gas, which contrib-
utes to the increase in electron density. In addition, we have
reported a decrease of the breakdown threshold intensity
in air from 1 to 0.3 GW cm2 for air pressures between
30 hPa and 500 hPa followed by an increase up to 1.2
GW cm2 at atmospheric pressure.26 For air pressures
less than 10 hPa, air breakdown was not observed for a
TEA-CO2 laser with a maximum power density of 6.3
GW cm2. An increase in electron density, and hence
Figure 5. (Top figure) Emission intensity of axial plasma area at
atmospheric pressure. Inset plots show four images at different
delay times; (bottom figure) normalized axial intensity profiles
from the ICCD images of the plasma at atmospheric pressure as a
function of time delay.
Figure 6. Photograph showing the swine muscle tissue surface
characteristics after irradiating by 10, 25, and 50 laser pulses in
vacuum (7.5 105 and 0.03 Torr) and atmospheric pressure.
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increased electron impact excitation, could be responsible
for the enhancement of emission at high pressures.
Another factor, which accounts for the large difference in
the emission intensity at 2.8 102 Torr and at atmos-
pheric pressure, is the cascade growth of the electron
number density and absorption coefficient of the plasma
in the ambient environment. The condition for the cascade
growth is expressed as33
de
dt
 
¼ 4p
2e2Ineff
mco2
 2mneff
Mb
ð5Þ
Figure 7. Scanning electron micrographs revealing the swine muscle tissue surface characteristics after irradiating by 10 laser pulses in
two different vacuum conditions (75 [top] and 660 [bottom] Torr).
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where e is the energy of the free electrons, e and m are the
charge and mass of the electron, Mb is the mass of the
background gas neutral particle, IP is the energy of the
first ionization stage of the gas, neff is the effective frequency
of electron-neutral collision, I is the laser radiation intensity,
and o is the frequency of the laser radiation. The first term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) expresses the rate of
growth of energy by the absorption of laser photons and
the second term gives the maximum rate of energy loss due
to elastic and inelastic collisions with neutral gas particles.
On comparing air at low and high pressure, the condition
for cascade growth is more favorable at higher pressures
than at lower pressures [Mb(4.67 108 g/cm3 at
2.8 102 Torr)Mb(0.0011 g/cm3 at 760 Torr) consider-
ing nitrogen]. This indicates that electron temperature and
density of the plasma-plume should be higher at high pres-
sures compared to low pressures. This will result in an
increase in electron impact excitation, which is largely
dependent on electron temperature and density. It should
be noted that the cascade growth condition should not be
favored at higher pressures (P> 1 atm) because of the
increased energy loss due to elastic collision of the elec-
trons with the neutral particles of the gas.
Ambient Air Effects on Crater Profiles
The interaction of a pulsed laser with a condensed phase
material produces an ablation of mass which is partially eva-
porated and transferred into plasma, where the excited spe-
cies emit element-specific radiation used for LIBS. A fraction
of the ablated mass leaves the target as particle, liquid, or
vapor. Later this vapor condenses in the neighborhood of the
laser spot. The ejected particles may be carried away by the
gas flow or propagate back to the laser-sample interaction
region producing a deposition forming droplets or splashes.
Due to the complexity of the involved processes, it is difficult
to estimate quantitatively the ablated mass. However, the
amount of removed mass can be estimated on the basis of
the measured density of the sample and the volume of the
crater, assuming that the plasma parameters are homoge-
neous inside the plasma and the ablated material is com-
pletely vaporized in plasma. Due to the low hardness of
the tissue sample, crater formation was observed even
after a single-shot laser pulse; nevertheless, we irradiated
the samples with several shots in each spot to facilitate the
measurement of physical parameters. Figure 6 shows a
photograph of the crater profiles obtained after 10, 25,
and 50 accumulated laser shots in two vacuum conditions
(7.5 105 and 0.03 Torr) and at atmospheric pressure. It is
visible that the ambient gas pressure influences the amount
of the laser-produced ablated material modifying both laser-
target and laser-plasma coupling. In the vacuum, the sample,
1.5 mm thick, was perforated when irradiated with 25 or 50
shots. For a specific ambient pressure, as the pulse number
increases, the crater depth and the ablated mass grow
approximately linearly. The measured diameters and depth
of the different craters show that these parameters decrease
as the ambient air pressure increases. Figure 7 shows the
SEM images of the craters produced with 10 laser shots at
two air pressures (75 and 660 Torr). The laser spots show a
central intense melting region, where some amount of mass
has been removed and an external region around it where
are observed microstructures. There is a re-solidification of
molten material in the form of a vortex, droplets, pores, and
re-deposition of particles. As the laser intensity is highest at
the center and decreases towards the periphery, it generates
a temperature gradient which causes liquid material move-
ment mainly along the radial direction, resulting in the for-
mation of regular elevation (ripples) which spread up to the
periphery of the laser spot. To calculate the ablated mass, we
imagine the crater as an elliptic conical frustum, then mea-
suring the upper diameters and depth we can calculate the
bottom diameters and volume. For example, for the craters
shown in Figure 7, the ablated mass at 75 Torr is three times
greater than at 660 Torr (Table 1). The estimated uncertainty
of the ablated mass determination is about 30%. In addition,
a substantial splashing of molten material is prominent on the
crater produced at a higher pressure (Figure 7). At higher
pressures, the plasma shielding becomes dominant, which
not only reduces the mass ablation, but also absorbs the
energy from the incoming laser resulting into high tempera-
ture plasma in front of the target surface. This hot plasma
may enhance the pressure on the molten surface, which may
cause the splashing and enhances the material movement
from center to periphery of treated area. Similar observa-
tions have been reported by Farid et al.34
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and
Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX)
Elemental Analysis of the Sample
The SEM–EDX chemical microanalysis is shown in Table 2.
An almost similar composition was observed on the original
surface of the sample and in the formed crater after
Table 1. Volume and ablated mass per pulse from craters of
Figure 7.
Axis, depth (mm)
Pressure
75 Torr
Pressure
660 Torr
d1 (major axis upper ellipse) 2.04 1.64
d2 (minor axis upper ellipse) 1.64 1.10
d3 (major axis bottom ellipse) 1.78 1.48
d4 (minor axis bottom ellipse) 1.42 0.96
h (crater depth) 0.42 0.26
Volume (mm3) 0.966 0.328
Ablated mass (lg/pulse) 90 30
V¼ (hp/12) [(d1 d2)þ (d3 d4)þ (d1 d2 d3 d4)1/2]
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interaction with the laser. Nevertheless, other surface
regions show important changes in elemental composition
(study in progress). Other elements such as H (impossible to
detect by EDS), Mg, and Ca were observed by LIBS.22,23 The
concentrations of all elements agree with the composition of
a dehydrated animal tissue. The minimum detection limit of
an EDX analyzer is approximately 0.1% for elements with Z
>10 and about 1.0 wt. % (weight percentage) for lighter
elements.35 In EDX, the majority of X-ray emission is origi-
nated from a volume beneath the sample surface. In the
analysis reported here (Table 2 and Figure 8), the calculated
electron penetration of the X-rays is about 7.3lm.
Conclusions
The plasma-plume expansion dynamics of an ablated swine
muscle tissue target by CO2 pulsed laser at 10.591lm has
been investigated in different ambient air pressures.
Measurements were made using high-speed photography
imaging. The laser intensity was fixed at 1.1 GW cm2
and the surrounding ambient air was varied from vacuum
(7.5 105 Torr) to atmospheric pressure. The imaging
data were used to generate 2D position–time plots of the
luminous plasma-front. Effects such as plume splitting,
sharpening, and stopping were observed depending on the
air pressure. The position and velocity of the plume front
were determined and fitted to a shock wave or drag model
depending on vacuum conditions. Plume profile was depend-
ing on the surrounding ambient pressure. The ablated mass
was calculated, increasing for low pressure. The effect of the
number of laser shots on the crater volume at different
ambient air pressures was also studied. We examined
swine muscle tissues combining SEM with EDX to visualize
and analyze different regions of the sample.
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